MarkTwain: "History doesn't repeat itself, but it oftenrhymes..."

INTERMISSION #103
E-zine by Ahrvid Engholm, ahrvid@hotmail.com for EAPA #200 (!) and some other innocent
victims we hope want astounding sf&fandom history, exhumed from the Royal Library In
Stockholm. Also try @SFJournalen's newstweets from Nordic sf/f/h&fandom. Next year it's
our sixth decade of covering skiffy news - 1978-2021! Beware of Corona's buddies, Twonk's
Disease and Typoid Fever, like in all translations here, Really Fast Ones. Early Dec 2020.

EPIDEMICALLY: Dangerous Clowns
Thish will be for the 200 th EAPA mailing! I hope to be able to present something fittingly
extraordinary or at least some tantalizing historical finds. As usual, due to the history content probably
being of wider interest, it'll go to some outsiders too. But I'd like to encourage you to join the oldest
'lectronic APA! New is blood needed. Be an EAPA blood donor! It's free, ask me for details. (BTW,
why not nominate EAPA for a fanzine Hugo when you're at it!) First, a little about a Certain Virus...
In November, media jealousy of the Swedish corona strategy seemed to increase. It's about trying
to vindicate dangerous and senseless lockdowns. And finally it seemed the Swedish PM Mr Löfven
blinked, at least with one eye. He held a TV speech and government reintroduced ban on care home
visits, cap on public meetings at 300 was cut to 50 again - but at the end of the month to an
inexplicable 8! While this is no lockdown, some headlines went bananas and asserted "Ah, the
Swedes are are giving in!" No Way Jose!
There's no lockdown and the "8" cap is an advice. There's no fine for
someone breaking it. The only ones regulated by law are public or
commercial entities, like concert halls, restaurants, gyms etc - shops and
malls don't count. Restaurants and pubs may have 8 per table, which shall
be be 1,5 metre apart. You are only advised not to travel. Schools stay
Swedish weekly corona deaths.
open. Sports events may even have 300 spectators sitting 1 metre apart. After expected small autumn
bump now going down.(From
Masks are not advised. (That "8" thing is meaningless, ridiculous, and I
Public Health Agency, Dec 1.)
believe it'll probably be scrapped soon.)
The evil little bugger is losing here. And why? The rather mild "second wave", now subsiding even,
is no doubt from a level of herd immunity. The latest is that antibodies has been measured being on
the level 30% in Stockholm, and elsewhere it's likely not very far below. On top of that is T-cell
immunity, which studies show being on an even higher level, up to twice that for antibodies. (Another
factor is cross immunity, from another virus in the corona family, and some may be cross immune
from an earlier flu.) On https://www.worldometers.info/ Sweden was at local peak last spring No 7 in
deaths/million, though beware that our fatalities definition is very wide, including many fatalities with
but not from corona. During Summer and Autumn we have dropped to...No 25!
Even if we include anyone choking from drinking a Corona bheer in stats, I wouldn't be surprised if
Sweden ends on spot 40 or 50 or something. Numbers rebut any headline claiming "Swedish virus
strategy fails", articles usually flashing a misleading graph that only shows we now test fivefold more!
I guess, such words are caused by pain from the reporter's own in fact failed lockdown.
The Corona virus is calculated being about three times deadlier than an ordinary flu. That's bad
enough, but over 95% are 65 years or older. Younger victims are very, very rare and almost always
have underlying medical conditions . If you are young, even middle age, and healthy the risk from the
virus is on the level of crossing the street or driving a car or reading an Olof Möller book. To lock up
perfectly healthy people, retract their civil liberties, to scare the population for something like that is
unacceptable. And dangerous!
GDP shrinks, shops close, companies go bankrupt, unemployment soars, government spends like
mad which will mean heavy tax burdens for years, export and trade drops - it's the 1930s all over

again. Economic stress causes depression, mental breakdowns, suicides, domestic violence. Closed
schools and educational deficit will negatively affect children for their whole lives. The scare make
people skip seeking medical help for symptoms and illnesses. In the UK it is calculated that the lost
diagnoses and treatments for cancer alone will cause 75 000 extra deaths. That's more than from the
virus. And stroke, heart disease, diabetes and other illnesses aren't even included. How can such a
recklessness be?
There seem to be some sort of mental virus at work, mass hysteria which has nothing with science
or rationality to do. All governments had prepared pandemic plans in binders similar to Sweden's,
based on the best science. But computer-game level "models", shown to be ten times off, for some
reason got the plans dumped in the waste basket. Especially the "left" of the political spectrum (called
"liberal" in the US) to their core believe the individual must submit to the collective. For them personal
freedom is worth less than a the group, the huge dumb masses, and locking in citizens and their
rights isn't such a big deal. That may be one reason for hard line virus schemes, so dangerous for
society, economy, lives and the private individual - while still having minimal medical benefits. All
countries with the worst virus statistics have had hard lockdowns, to no avail! Some politicians just
want to show off, pretend to be Great Leaders, but they are just very dangerous clowns.
The virus damage can't be completely avoided of course, but can be made much milder in a very
simple way: protect the elderly and the fragile, let everyone else, all in normal health, live their lives
--Ahrvid Engholm
Your Scientifictionally Minded Editor & SF/Fan Historian of Huge Cleverness

SF & Fandom History Making a World War Seem
Like an Anticlimax...

The eminent fandom historian Harry Warner jr once said about the
colleague Sam Moskowitz and his history work The Immoral storm that
"If read directly after a history of World War II, it does not seem like an
anticlimax." (But I still like Moskowitz' book. His style makes it a great
read, though one must question his undefendable stand on The
Exclusion Act, ie locking fans out from a con.) I doubt we can make
wars or today' dystopian world events seem like bleak shadows
compared to sf and fandom, but let's have a try...
As before, it all comes from the digital newspaper archive of the
Royal Library in Stockholm, which they opened on-line last spring. This
is the eight issue of Intermission presenting some of my findings. I
reproduce the articles in original for Nordic readers but also provide
(fast) translations, or at least excerpts and summaries. I don't think
anyone has earlier done such extensive newspaper research relating
to our local genre history so it should be reported upon!
I'll begin with myself defending the might of the mimeograph, in a
piece from Dagens Nyheter August 3th1996. I commented an earlier
article noting how "Stencil machines went warm" about poetry
publications and other underground press. My piece was headlined
"Mmm...mimeo":
...one thing he forgot: electro stencilling. With an special electro-stencil

burner scanning a rotating drum you could transfer a paper original to blur-black electro stencils. Those where
then printed in an ordinary stencil machine. Gestetener still sells an advanced electro-stencil machine. The
burner and stencil machine is there combined in a big box resembling and ordinary copier. You pout the
original on a glass plate and press a button. On the 995 sf world convention such a super stenciller was used
to print the daily newsletter in 5000 copies. The machine is cheaper and faster than copiers when it comes to
big print runs and the quality is just as good as office offset. But it is still
stencilling, ie a sort of screen print. In the sf movement the "mimeo" (from
"mimeograph" in English)
has had cult status.
Thousands of fanzines
have been stencilled by
the sf fans from the 1930s
and on. Now and then a
mimeoed fanzine still
comes. I still have /and
still have!/ my stencil
machine, the Rex Rotary
Contemporary Gestetner superduper,
D49 named Ernst, but
elctro-stenciller, which burns and
nowadays it is very
prints with one press of a button.
difficult to find stencils and
mimeo ink. (The military supply store in Solna seems to
have dried up.) The stencil machine was invented by
Thomas Alva Edison in 1873...
Last in it I gave some wrong info about the rotating

drum, which made the machine effective. I now know
it was introduced by the company AB Dick, to which
Edison had licensed is invention. Edison's contraption
was a flatbed thing, where the stencil was perforated
by a vibrating "electric pen". I had seen the
Gestetener super mimeo mentioned on a technology
fair. BTW, I recommend the office copying exhibition at
the Science Museum in London.
In earlier issues I have covered how the press even
before Hiroshima was on the track to the Atomic
Bomb. Other possible, futuristic weapons also tickled
the papers when the Nazis hinted about
"wundewaffen", as in "Hitler's secret weapons"
Arbetartidningen, December 14 1943, some excerpts:
...Hitler's secret weapon is liquid, compressed air. It has
devastating explosive effects. Its a transparent explosive
you can produce in any amounts. It only has one fault. It
can't be transported. The other day the whole experimental
factory in Silesia blew up with 200 engineers and more
workers and the village around it. /This faulty rumour
probably comes from the huge amounts of liquid oxygen
produced for the coming V2./ ...Hitler's secret weapon are
rocket bombs tested in Denmark /revealed by a Danish
military, caught by Gestapo, tortured but managed to
escape to Sweden/. Hitler's secret weapon is an explosive
based on freeing atomic energy. /hear!/ Heavy water and
uranium has a role in the experiments. It went on in Rjukan

in Norway but the laboratories have been blown up by the English /...trained Norwegian commandos/. Hitler's
secret weapon will be produced with the help of the cyclotrone in professor Bohr's institute in Copenhagen...it
will be tested in England during Christmas. It's effect is so terrible that England will find the war meaningless.
This information comes from a Swedish language Nazi newspaper. Hitler's secret weapon comes from a flash
of genius what Hitler has ordered scientists come up with on a conference in Munich. /The writer then asks if
all this is true, but lands on that is a myth - though the Atomic talk wasn't far off. All warring nations ar busy
making secret weapons, and the Russians have.../ the Stalin organ, the KV tank and the low level armoured
warplanes...Hitler's earlier, much talked about secret weapons no longer scares humanity. The Stukas,
magnetic mines, Tiger tanks and the Ferdinand canon are no longer treated with any respect in the press.
They don't stop German retreats on land and water. Other German PR weapons have vanished. Where do we
have the electric machine gun for 3000 rounds/minute? … Where is the terrible grenade form the first
Charkov offensive that blew up the lungs of enemy troops? Where is the angst grenade from the battle of
Kertj? Gas and bacteria are no secret weapons /the Allied also have them and would retaliate. The secret
weapons myths are produced by Goebbles for the home front. One secret weapon are local collaborators, a
fifth column, and here the paper attacks the Swedish defence minister Sköld for being soft on local Nazis/
Hitler's best secret weapon was Neville Chamberlain..the lone Swallow Hess sits in cage and will not foresee
any Summer.

Notable is that jet planes aren't mentioned, or the Panzerfaust,
the one-man shaped-charge anti-tank weapon that caused
havoc among especially Russian tanks on the East front. The
Messerschmitt 262 jet, delayed by Hitler insisting it should be a
bomber, would if put in action earlier, have meant a massacre
of Allied bomber formations.
From one horror to a more pleasant horror, the famous artist
and film maker Hans Arnold (1925-2010), presented in Dagens
Nyheter October 14 1969, "Today's name - Hans Arnold,
friendly horror specialist":
...For a couple of decades he has scared us with his blood
stained illustrations. His whole artist career has been spent
satisfying our need for horror. But sometimes he puts horror
away for other tasks. Like lately doing the stage set for Gunnel
Linde's and Bengt Hallberg's children musical at the Opera,
"Miss Lonely At Home". Which he has had much praise for, the
monster specialist. … In everyday life this Alfred Hitchcock of
artist the mildest and most inoffensive man in the world. In a
collective house in Vällingby he lives with his wife author Vera
Nordin and four children. People say they have never seen
him angry or mad, even though he is an expert on sculls,
ghosts and other devilish things. The opera musical isn't the
first children's thing Arnold has done. Together with his wife he
made the animated space saga "Matulda and the Megasus",
on TV a couple of years ago. Friendly sf with with inventive
space vehicles and strange beings. He is originally Swiss,
brought up on the dull countryside, with life dominated by the
Catholic church end the Devil was a being being who was
present. Such factors shave played a big role for his horror
visions. He came to Sweden as a magazine artist in 1947, but
soon abandoned that for his monsters. The nice and kind
Swiss soon became known as an unusually advanced
illustrator of shivers. … TV soon discovered the skilled horror
artist. Together with Torsten Jungstedt he said good night to
older children with a series evening horrors. He had a whole
program for himself after his latest exhibition. A horror film for Swedish TV some beings consuming

the entire population of Earth is on the way.
And now just before Christmas the master of
horror sits making Christmas greetings monsters with three eyes, or perhaps a Lucia
queen offering as human head - sending it to
friends and acquaintances- in all kindness.
Hans Arnold wasn't only very talented but
indeed the kindest of people, which I know
from eg having him as GoH on one of our
Nasacons or when he supported founding the
Swedish Horror Academy. Some of his
animated films can be found here
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
An animated Arnold skyship.
v=ywPmeZj4O54 and
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=70lyJMsUJ-c (in Swedish, unfortunately no subtitles), the flying
ship in the pic is from one of the films. Onwards to be "With the friends of the Martians – on sf con",
as told by Expressen May 3rd 1972
in a report from SF*72 in Stockholm:
Sf means science fiction. Fandom is
the sf movement. Fanzines are what
the magazines of the sf fans are called.
Last weekend the fans held a
Scandinavian sf con in Stockholm. We
were many there not being ashamed of
being there. CELEBRITY: I /reporter
Jonas Sima/ was invited to the
convention to talk about what all these
Martians, space organisations, Flash
Gordon's and mad scientists do in all
these strange films we call sf films which TV2 right now shows a sample
of. I like these fantastic films because
they often make poetry out of facts. But
I'm not an sf expert. I'll never be
awarded the Swedish Academy for SF
award "Alvar", but perhaps the
"Cosmos Boot" or the "Space Potty". A
few years ago I happened to write a
banter article, easily done, about the sf
freemasonry in Sweden. That put fire
into Swedish fandom. Angry rockets
were launched in many fanzines. When
I now, after the statute of limitations
have passed, was invited to discuss a
"not honourable story" in the program
was described as this writer "one in fan
circles due to negative attitudes to
fandom somewhat classic and
notorious". That's the way to become a
celebrity on the inner planetarium.

/The Sima piece mentioned could have been an earlier con report which eg claimed that sf is "not only about
flying saucers", presented earlier in Intermission/ PROBLEM: There's said to be between 5 and 10 000 sf
readers in the country. No one knows the number sf film fans. Most were there in the 1950's for the simple
reason sf films were more common then. The cold war, atomic technology, technocracy, McCarythyism,
hopes and fears for the future - all that contributed to an explosive growth of sf. In the books the social critique
was hidden in allegories. In Hollywood the films enjoyed playing with the Meccano set of thee new technology.
It often was materially expensive B-film productions, made by movie craftsmen and not movie artists. At the
some time, intentionally or not, the films came to deal with the American society and Western civilisation, Sf is
a genre posting problems. Technocracy is discussed, militarism, space imperialism, the abundant society,
environmental destruction... It's often pessimistic disaster visions. FACTASY: There're more than evil aliens
and cosy monsters in the sf films. Sf also deals with dreams. These films deals with the same things as
dreams: violence, sex, angst, terror. Sf also goes in to the metaphysical and deals with problems like identity,
evil, ageing, concepts of time and space. Sometimes sf becomes religious and eg takes up Genesis of the
Bible, as in the fine Forbidden Planet, on TV recently. But some TV reviewers lacked an eye for this kind of
fantasies. /This film is based on
Shakespeare, not the Bible./ The
more prosaic say: sf is an interest
that must mirror today and the
future in the perspective of science.
But: there's no poetry more damned
than sf! All sf fans have their own
definition. I cover all options for my
part: "Sf is unreal reality, or the
other way around." MEANNG: The
fans within fandom travel home from
the sf convention - many are girls
these days to old jokes about
manhood are no longer valid. They
write more enthusiastic sf short
stories and poems in their
fanzines,circulated as letters to
friends. The most hidden and most
underrated literature ion the country,
is what sf is. But Sam J Lundwall,
the supreme priest of sf in the
country, fights hard to spread the
message, writing, translating, book
publishing. He's also responsible for
the new Jules Verne Magasinet,
magazine for sf and fantasy. Read it
and watch the recent film
"Clockwork Orange". By the genius
StanleyKubrick, the man who made
the world's best sf film, 2001. Sf isn't
the most meaningless. (Caption
Malcolm McDowell in Stanley
Kubrik's Clockwork Orange, right
now on the Swedish silver screens.)

Libraries and computers is an
interesting combination,
anticipated in a Dagens Nyheter
article May 3rd 1958, "Flood of
literature and the librarian":
The question oif the computer's
usefulness in libraries is now much
discussed /university librarian Folke
Ström thinks/ the role of the librarian
will become more important. ...by
its volume production of /science/

literature has in a way gone against its own purpose, to give the scientist quick information about development
in a field … the fate of Mendel to be unheard of for decades hints to the magnitude of the problem... A known
English physicist has recently painted a picture of the future where the past has stopped having any meaning,
since everything is drowned in a flood and everyone needs to make the discoveries anew ...The crisis of
information transfer is subject for an intense debate in mainly England and the USA. It has in itself become a
field of research, and they have conventions and seminars to ponder possible roads out of the present
situation, Many think that machine inventions maybe be the saviour in the crisis. Last year a seminar with 600
participants was held in Cleveland, its results is now in print … All types of media is paraded: fillmorex,
minicard, peek-a-boo, punched cards of different sorts and types... /Most systems fall short/ Unless you want
to invest 5 million dollar for just the machine installation - the cost of the Kodak minicard system. Scientific
data is mostly to complex to be caught which machines alone. … FBI's finger print registry - having 144 million
cards - must be sorted, organised and search manually. The beautiful engineering dream of replacing the
librarian with a computer presently looks more like a mirage than a reachable reality. An international
conference on the entire science information problem will be held November this year in Washington... /Some
think the problem can't be solved./ Others point to the Soviet Union, where the primary researchers
themselves to ha high degree are required to a certain degree to make summaries, one of the most important
parts of information transfer. (All in all the Soviets goes much in for efficient information transfer. Among other
things all Western research results are translated and published in admirable manner.) Some believe in the
scientific paper's gradual disappearance as means for information, replaced by short notices pointing to
available material.

That is a summary of the most important, but: a) computers and Internet is today able to handle the
flood of scientific information, b) people aren't, or at least almost can't handle it. We drown in

information and can't evaluate all of it, among fake news, bad science articles, tweets, and what have
you. There are millions of science papers published every year. The latest, coming up because of the
damn' virus, is pre-publication. We don't have time to wait for peer review and formal publishing for
the latest virus finds, so articles are published as is in advance. But lets say we can make AI systems
that can sift through the galaxy of of info and pick out the golden nuggets your looking for. An AI
smarter than we are...eh?
The Americans were as interested to translate stuff as the Russians. There's a story that an
advanced American computer in the 1950's was programmed to translate from Russian. In Russian
they fed the computer with the Bible phrase "The spirit indeed is willing, but the flesh is weak", and
the English equivalent that came out read "The vodka is strong, but the meat is rotten". I don't know if
it's true, but there was a lot of interest in machine translate, as in the Expressen article "Machine
translates 50 words per second", January 29 1956. Above the headline you can follow an attempt,
with 1) the English original, 2) a rough machine translation with all alternatives, 3) a purged version
with the most likely words, 4) a human translator's version. And the article continues:
Electronic brain takes a language course. Learns grammar in ten years. … The task is to work out a detailed
formula system to make it possible for an electronic brain to translate German to English flowing and
flawlessly. A few years ago an American electronic brain showed off as translator. It translated some Russian
sentences to English. Recently the Russians announced that their electronic brain had managed the same
task /Scientists have worked on this problem 6-7 years. A translation machine can be compared to an
automatic telephone network/ Every subscriber in this network is an automatic answering machine, Suppose it
is to translate from English to Swedish. In every answering machine you place one or more Swedish words
matching English words with the help of a code. One will have the words "man/människa", two Swedish words
that may match the English word "man". The English text to be translated is printed out by a machine on a
tape. To explain the code assume it simply consists of codes for numbers. A certain number matches a letter,
for instance according to the alphabet order. A is 1, B is 2, 3 is c, etc. When the tape is feed into a machine the
English word "man" is coded. /Shown/ The number sequence "13114" in the machine works like the phone
number to the answering machine which has the matching the Swedish word in the same code, /Shown./ The
machine produces a new code tape for the Swedish words - with all variations. An automatic machine prints it
out. This is in principle nothing fancier than looking it up word for word in an English Swedish dictionary and
writing down all variations. The machine works as an automatic dictionary. The value such a dictionary may
have is the huge speed by which it works. The connections within the machine are done in a thousandth of a
second. So the text can be translated at a typical speed of 50 words per second. It means that a whole article
can be translated in a couple of minutes. But the translation doesn't become easy to read. It has all possible
word variations, also those that doesn't fit the circumstances. The words are placed according to English word
order, which doesn't always follow Swedish. The grammar and word constructions are also strange. An
experiment we have made at Expressen which you can see on this page shows how the translation will be by
the automatic dictionary and the possibilities you have to interpret it. Already this type of primitive translation
could be of some value. It lets a scientist fast find the main contents of a paper in a foreign language that is
important for him With a little training even someone not into the language edit the translation so it becomes
readable. But - the machine can do better. Linguists and technicians now works together to make formulas of
grammar that the electronic machines can follow. There are in principle already different systems. Some are
for not only let the machine follow just a few grammatical rules, but also from the look of the word and its
placing in the language deduct the right choice of word and the right grammar for. … They try to divide the
entire German language into hundreds of different groups, "word classes". Every word class gets a number, S
sentence will then become a certain row of numbers - the class numbers for the different words, /Shown./
The thousands of different rules the machine must follow can then be formed by these number sequences.
The machine can for instance have the rule that says that word classes 36-4-47 when the appear in that order
in an English phrase shall be placed in the order 36-147-14 if the sentence is translated to Swedish. Another
rule may say that words of class 147 shall end in -de in Swedish when together with words of class 14. The
machine can then correctly translate the sentence to "Yesterday we worked". /In Swedish/ The system is
constructed by professor Victor Yngve, head of a department for machine translation at MIT. To go through the
languages English and German, decide the word classes and necessary formulas is calculated to take ten
years. When the job is done it will be possible to translate both PhD theses and entertainment fiction from
German to 99 percent flawless English, If it will be possible to refine the system so it can tackle literary prose
remains to be seen. But Dr Erwin Reifer, professor of Chines at the University of Washington, says: "Machines
will finally be able to translate even poetry, provided you are satisfied with an unconventional and partly bad
translation. (Caption: A punched paper tape was used when an American electronic machine translated
Russian sentences to English in the Winter 1954. The placement of the holes marks different Russian letters

and the tape is said to read: "Stal sjiroko primjenjajetan" (Steel is used to a high degree).)

The article was a little bit too optimistic. Machine translation has proved
quite difficult. It has never been even near perfect (even if I think I can
notice a little improvement in later years, said to come from some AI
technology). I sometimes use eg Google Translate to make English
versions of my own texts, but have to go through the result thoroughly
afterwards. The meat of the machine is indeed a bit rotten.
But computers also tried to make music! We read in Aftonbladet July 7
1956: "Machine hit song gets TV premiere":
The first machine made hit song /"Schlager"/ makes it official debut on TV July
15. It is the new musical electronic brain from the Burroughs factory that is
behind this feat. The experiment is based on the principle that the rules for
western music creation in a strict sense are so complete that a machine "fed"
with complete composition technical data should be able to spit out a popular
melody at least as fast as a hit song composer. A spokesman for the Burroughs
factory electronic machine department did however in all honesty confess on
Monday that the music robot, or datatrone as it is called, while an electronic
triumph is an esthetics fiasco.

Does anyone know what that song sounded like? I've failed to find it, but
it was a long time ago.
When the existence of ENIAC was revealed in 1946 (there were also
other computer developments which became known) Swedish experts flew over to USA to get a grip
of the new technology. It was discussed on a conference in Stockholm in 1946. As the Americans
were unwilling to sell a machine, the Swedes founded something called the Mathematics Machine
Board given responsibility to build a computer themselves, lead by one Conny Palm of the Royal
Technical Institute. Early news of what was going on was found in Expressen June 10 1948:
1000 12-digit numbers per second
counted by Swedish mathematics
machine. The Swedish mathematics
machine is meant to be a match for
the biggest American. It's from a
project lead by Dr Conny Palm, and
he counts on start building this
autumn if the parliament is kind
enough to forward the ca 2 million
SEK the machine is expected to
cost. If all goes well it is finished in
two years. Dr Palm thinks it's too
early to give any details since plans
are yet only on paper. However, he
reveals that the planned capacity will
be 1000 additions or multiplications
of 12-digit numbers per second.
Time for the simplest operations will
be 1 or 2/1000th of a second. The
Technical Institute is ready to
provide accommodations for the staff
of engineers and technicians that will
build the machine. With the control
section the machine is believed to
need a space of 200 sqm. Dr Palm
and his coming co-workers has
studied the American machines with
great care, and are in no doubt
they'll be able to finish the task. "A

mathematics machine isn't as complicated people believe", the Dr says. If you have been involved in build
such you would have few problems working out the machine's construction and function. In my opinion it
would be best if those building the mathematics machine also would be those taking care of it. It is an
expensive thing, and you should therefore use it's capacity to the limit.
The natural thing is that personnel, authorities, universities and private companies can turn to the operators
and the problems they want to have solved. It is rational the tasks are pre-processed and presented after
certain principles before they are "put into" the mathematics machine.
Experts on mathematics machine installations suggests in a report that a second machine is obtained, being
bought from abroad.

The machine was finished within the promised two years, in 1950 under the name of BARK, meaning
"Binary Arithmetic Relay Calculator"
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/BARK_(computer) It was a relaybased machine - maybe they found it hard to buy huge
amounts of electronic valves? - and a good start. They
immediately began on next machine, which was finished in
1953. It was named BESK, meaning "Binary Electronic
Sequence Calculator", and this time it was fully electronic
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/BESK For a short time BESK
was in fact the fastest computer in the world! It was basically
based on the same principles as ENIAC, but they managed
to make it faster by using germanium components which
Sweden's first computer, BARK, 1950. Designer
could stand a higher temperature, and therefore could use a
Conny Bark studies the manual - probably
higher clock speed.
incomprehensible rubbish already then.
With computers, the Future was truly here! But with few
exceptions (like Murray Leinster's brilliant 1946 story " Logic Named Joe", available on the 'Net, eg
https://epdf.pub/a-logic-named-joe7025d8ac5b9f10762f59b73e48e0aa9898386.html ) sf authors had
mostly missed the development of "electronic brains" - if you don't count Asimov's robots, a sort of
walking computers.
One of the most important guys in Swedish culture debate and publishing was Olof Lagercrantz,
later editor-in-chief of the biggest morning paper Dagens Nyheter (and father of David Lagercrantz
known for writing new books in the Stieg Larsson Millennium series). Unfortunately, he didn't like sf,
which is clear from this review column, dealing with
the culture magazine Upptakt which had some sf
contents, "The hardened generation" in Dagens
Nyheter Oct 7 1958:
The new issue of Upptakt - the next to last, since at the
end of this year the magazine will unfortunately fold - is
rich in content. Among the poetic contribution Kjell
Espmark is in his own class in my opinion. … Lennart
Sörensen covers sf, which he calls "an absurd literary
school" whose representatives are "explorers in the fatal
universe of laughter" and show "the contemporary
grotesque". An analysis of the three American writers
Henry Kuttner, Ray Bradbury and Fredric Brown is made
to illustrate this. I can't say I'm convinced. The Kuttner
story that Sörensen summarise said to give "a totally
new angle to our reality" seems to me as a quite simple
story like an ordinary thriller. And Sörensen's cause isn't
strengthened by the story by Arthur C Clarke that he has translated for the magazine, As far as I can see this
story has nothing with living literature to do. It's sterile and mechanical. Isn't sf since many years the subject of
a romanticising that would justify a test? There are authors in this genre more than worth reading, and there
are interpreters such as Sörensen worth listening to. But a purge of concepts like absurd poems, tragical
farce, fatal laughter, apostle of horror etc wouldn't hurt.

Well, he doesn't totally dismiss sf, but doesn't like Kuttner and Clarke (I
can't find out what stores he refers to). The review column is longer. I just
give you the sf part where he goes into skiffy.
A founding father of modern sf is of course HG Wells, but he was rather
late to become a name in Sweden. It seems the first time ever he is
mentioned in the press is as late as December 6th 1906, and not even in
an ordinary article, but in an ad for his novel War of the Worlds from
publisher Bonniers, in Dagens Nyheter, in not too big letters. It's called
simply "Novel of the fantastic", price 8 crowns. Wells would (like Verne in
the 1860's) visit Sweden several times, The first time was perhaps in
1934 on his way back from the USSR, where he had met and interviewed
Joseph Stalin, which Aftonbladet noted Aug 16 1934, "HG Wells to
Stockholm on his way back from Russia":
Here by air. One of the most notable persons in
modern literature. The English writer HG Wells who
after a trip to Russia has been a few days in Estonia,
went to Reval where he met with representatives for
the Estonia PEN club … in a few days he'll come by
air to Stockholm. It's an extremely interesting visit
Stockholm can look forward too. Wells is one of the
modern English literature's most talked about writers,
who in a strange way combines scientific knowledge
with avid imagination, all embedded of warm-hearted
social views of socialist colour. Born in 1866 and first
studying science, he soon entered journalism and in
the middle of the 90'strode forth as a writer, eg with
"The stolen bacteria and other tales". In the group of
his works which counts as fantastic novels, going in
the style of some of the work of Verne and Poe, one
could mention the Invisible man )recently as film,
shown in Stockholm) , War of the Worlds and How the
world set free. /Mainstream work mentioned./ The
World War made him to especially develop his
sociological idea-works and collection of essays.
Both here and in earlier works he criticise present
conditions of society and described technological
inventions and scientific discoveries based on a
utopian future - perhaps somewhat naïve but at last
optimistic and engaging. /His World history
mentioned./

Wells also visited Sweden at the start of WWII in
September 1939, holding a speech for publishers
with poet and Kallocain novelist Karin Boye
present. In Russia Wells met Stalin, the blooddrenched monster, and of course wrote about it only to prove himself to be embarrassingly naïve.
You can read about Wells meeting Stalin here:
https://www.marxists.org/reference/archive/stalin/works/1934/07/23.htm Among other things Wells
said "It seems to me that I am more to the Left than you, Mr Stalin" Pfui! Other excerpts:

Today the capitalists have to learn from you...is there not
a relation in ideas, a kinship of ideas, between Moscow
and Washington … socialism, have been brought into
action by invention and modern science … State control
of the banks and then follow with the control of transport,
of the heavy industries of industry in general, of
commerce … You of all people know something about
revolutions, Mr. Stalin … I do not deny that force has to
be used … there are only two persons to whose opinion,
to whose every word, millions are listening : you, and
Roosevelt. … I cannot yet appreciate what has been
done in your country; I only arrived yesterday. But I have
already seen the happy faces of healthy men and women
and I know that something very considerable is being
done here. The contrast with 1920 is astounding.

Talking abut Stalin as he was a normal person with a
conscience was bad enough. Agreeing with him
(force has to be used, state to take over everything
etc) is worse, and claiming that Stalin is equal to
Roosevelt and worth listening to - that's
unbelievable! Wells not only failed to see the state of
fear Stalin created, he praised it: "happy faces of
healthy men...".
While the fiction of Wells is worth reading, his
opinions are childish. But the ideas from War of the
Worlds, like a civilisation on Mars, would soon grab
our imagination, as in Aftonbladet November 4 1938,
"Has Mars tried to signal Earth?":
...Has Mars really tried to signal Earth? The sensational
broadcast of HG Wells' War of the Worlds, that caused a
panic among American listeners and made thm believe
that Martians really had intruded on our Earth,had
brought forth the hypothesis earlier made by the French
astronomer Henri Pensas, that meteor-like observed in
the Rhodez mountains in Auvergue, was signals from
Mars, causing a stir in French scientific circles. Three
nights in a row - always at the same time - "meteors" were observed in the Rhodez district. They had a tail of
fire, and when the fell you could find some "fragments" in the area. This happened in the winter 1928 and Mr
Pensa still maintains that no meteors would appear three nights in a row and all moving in the same direction.
He firmly believes it was an attempt from Martians to signal Earth. Earlier Mr Pensa and his colleagues,
between 8 and 11 on Moon-dark evenings, observed a silvery glow, so strong that you could distinguish
objects 200 m way. This happened several Winters, the latest in 1929, and each year in October or November
when Mars is closest to Earth. The same phenomenon was repeated in 1928, but then followed by the
"meteor" shower … after the third night these meteor phenomenon suddenly stopped. Mr Pensas theory is
that Martians after failed attempts to signal Earth by "light waves" finally used a more violent signalling
method, a sort of "interplanetary bombardment" … The astronomer Giacobini at the Paris observatory has for
Aftonbladet described how to do for answering the signals, if it really Is matter of signals, "The easiest way,"
he says, "would be to answer with light signals like the method the Martians have used," but he admits it isn't
easy. To be visible at all on Mars, the searchlight must have a lens the size of Paris. 40 years ago Mrs
Gusman, a rich French coming from South America, set up an award worth 16000 crowns to anyone who is
the first to communicate with other planets. Strangely enough she excluded Mars, so no prize money. /Mars
was perhaps "too easy"!/ In 1930 the German professor Oberth planned an attempt to launch a rocket to Mars
- a stretch of abut 80 million km - and they also began constructing the rocket., but had to stop when the film
company UFA which had promised to sponsor the project,withdrew. /It mus be when filming "Frau Im Mond"/
France and other members of the League of nation took it seriously and even protested to the German
government against the Oberth rocket,fearing it would fall back to Earth and cause much damage to life and

property. Oberth intended to launch his rocket from Greifswald by the North Sea /it's by the Baltic!/ and had
requested that all shipping on the North Sea must be
banned for 48 hours...

The meteorites discussed must be from the yearly,
regular meteorite showers with remnants from
when the Solar system formed. I have heard that
as Oberth & Co did construct the rocket for the
UFA film, they also intended to use the technology
for further projects. But Oberth,who knew his way
around a slide rule, must have known they they in
now way would make a rocket powerful enough
for the Moon or Mars.
The biggest Martian event was of course Orson
Welles' directing the Mercury Theatre in their radio
adaptation of H G Wells' War of the Worlds, which
also made it also to Swedish newspapers. Here
Dagens Nyheter November 1st 1938, "Radio
listeners thought Mars begun a war - panic in
New York from HG Wells play":
Thousands of people panicked as HG Wells War of the
Worlds was broadcast on radio Sunday evening. The
depiction of Martians attacking Eart5h given in radio
was made so realistic that listeners thought a war had
started. New York hospitals received many persons
during the evening who was struck by nervous chocks.
Lots of listeners, who didn't know the right
circumstances around the broadcast, took the short
messages that appear here and there in the play as
newscasts similar to those we hear in the European
crisis which breaks into the normal program. So all was
taken seriously, and when very illusory gunshots and
bomb explosions began to sound in the speakers from
the Martian barrage and when the meteor landed in
Princeton New Jersey It was Grovers Mill!/ many went
into total panic. They also believed in the news that a
state of emergency had been declared in New Jersey
and that 2000 people had been killed by the metal
monster from Mars
American Army destroyed
"Military aviators" in the radio told about the mystical
black fog of unknown composition laying over great
areas. It was then told that the "enemy entering the
country" continued Eastward and that "One of the giant
airships of the enemy heads for New York and on the
way destroys electricity plants and other industrial
installations as if they were
made out of matchsticks". Sheer panic broke out when
the play that church bells rang out from the radio
meaning New York must be evacuated, at the same time as it was said that the American army was destroyed
and that the enemy stood just outside the city, and not many stayed by the sets to hear the announcer saying
that the HG Wells play was ended and a new program would start. An not many heard that the original place
names in HG Wells' book had been changed to American.
Crying Negroes asked for police protection
At that time the exit roads from New York were crowded with motorists pressing their vehicles to try to flee the
"doomed" giant city. In several parts of New York there were grotesque panic scenes and many people had
nervous shocks and fainted. In New York alone 1? people were taken to hospital for nervous breakdowns, and

in the negro town Harlem the negroes came in the dozens to the police stations and cried and asked for
protection. /I'm using "negro" as it is in the original text, OK!/ In Indianapolis a woman rushed into a church
service and shouted that New York was levelled to the ground and that the end of the world was nigh. She had
just heard it on radio, she said assuring. In a little town in New Jersey they were able to stop a man from shot
himself and his family in the nick of time intending to spare them from the coming terrors.
Save Yourself! fleeing drivers shouted
The drivers totally neglected to follow traffic rules, but rushed through roads and cities and towns and
answered the calls of the police only by shouting that they should try to save themselves. Hundreds of national
guardsmen called their regiments and asked when they should
enter service. The general psychosis was finally so great that many
claimed that they with their own eyes had seen meteors and bomb
explosions. The "eye witnesses" were so certain that two geologists
went to the surroundings of Princeton to9 look for the remnants of
the giant meteor said to have landed there. A government
commission has been organised to investigate the circumstances
around the broadcast and to this purpose has requested the
manuscript of the lay and a description of the technical machinery
used for the broadcast. What actions that will be taken are not yet
known.

These remarkable events even made it to Swedish local
papers, like Sölvesborgstidningen November 3, "The HG
Wells panic in American radio":
The Panic that Columbia Broadcasting Company created through a
realistic reading /Sic/ of HG Wells' novel War of the Worlds had
terrible ramifications. Fast as the lightning the "news" spread that a
"giant meteor rock had fallen near Trenton" and "Martians went to
gas and bomb attacks against Earth and numerous other invented
rumours. Lots of listeners dashed out of their houses and spread
the "news". People fled from the cities into the mountains, where
they thought they'd be safe. But also more serious events followed
the radio broadcast. As the radio later in the strongest way declared
that it was only a reading of the HG Wells book, a fact that was
repeated to the listeners four times during the reading, it showed
that this message had much more difficulty to reach the panicking
people than the false rumours. Many simply didn't want to believe it
and claimed it was only an explanation to calm people down. A
contributing reason for the terrible panic is that the American radio
companies during the Czechoslovakian crisis interrupted their
programs with the latest news about the threatening war. So people
now believed it was similar messages with a much more serious
content. Al roads in the states of New York and New Jersey were
filled with cars that in high speed drove towards the mountains.
They ignored the speed limits substantially and when police officers
stopped them they explained they fled not to be blown to pieces by
the explosive bombs being dropped over New York. In East Orange
in New Jersey a man loaded his revolver and was inches away from
killing his entire family as he'd "rather shoot them than having them
suffer death from gas". In Memphis there were several reporters
that rushed to their offices to as fast as possible report the "world
events".
Police stations under siege by wild crowds
In New Jersey people rushed out on the streets and the masses
soon stopped all traffic. Police cars went, around to search for
injured, supposedly from the meteor from which the Martians had
landed on Earth, Two professors of geology from the Princeton
University began looking for fragments of the meteor. They had
been reached by the message that 1500 people had been killed by
the meteor, said to have landed only a few km from the university. In
many places the police stations were under siege by masses of
people, begging for gas masks. In New Jersey tenants in a big

housing complex panicked and rushed out on the streets with wet towels over their heads. Many of the
national guardsmen rushed to their stations to mobilise, and a warring Earthman called the San Francisco
police and asked where he could enrol in Earth's army against the Martians. In Chicago people rushed out of
restaurants. In a hotel in Philadelphia every guest disappeared and a movie theatre in New Jersey was
evacuated in a couple of minutes.
A wave of terror gripped the nation
The panic grew from that people that just turned on their sets were instantly convinced that they listened to
regular newscasts. A wave of terror gripped the entire nation. In New York thousands fled out on the streets.
Many were so badly shocked that they must be taken to hospital. Many had heart attacks. Many ran around
and said they had really seen the Martians and heard violent explosions. People believed the strange
messages and had only one thought - to flee. They grabbed the most important, threw themselves end their
families in their cars and began to drive in high speed towards open country. Traffic police lost all concepts
when a lot of cars suddenly began to pass them in high speed.
People gathered to pray in the streets
In certain districts of Harlem, New York's negro quarters, the terror spread fast. People fled or rushed to the
churches to pray. In many southern cities people gathered to pray in the streets. In Indianapolis a woman
rushed into a church, where evening service was going on, and shouted in pure terror: "New York is
destroyed. It is the end of the world! Go home and prepare yourself for death." A husband came home and
found that his wife was just about to take poison and another who had gone to Reno to finalise a divorce,
immediately took an aeroplane to New York to support his wife. Police stations and newspaper offices was
under siege by people who wanted the meagre news about the Martians. The Police of Philadelphia received
about 3000 phone calls per hour and the Philadelphia radio station, which re-broadcast the program, received
4000 phone calls in a quarter of an hour.. The attention that the broadcast of War of the Worlds caused on
Sunday evening has aroused serious concern among those responsible and
they now consider to impose some control over the radio programs.
Columbia Broadcasting Company has made an excuse to the listeners and
explained that they in the future will refrain from "simulated radio reports", to
the extent it would cause concern among listeners.

HG Wells actually met Orson Welles, which was documented from a
radio show in the 1940s and can be heard here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U75qqrtNnxA Orson's radio play is
the most famous broadcasting scare, but there are other later
examples. A Spanish language version of War of the Worlds caused a
stir similar to the one in the US, in Ecuador in 1949. A radio show in
Sweden pretending there was an accident in a local nuclear power
plant in 1975 caused some panic among some listeners (and if I
remember, the Danes had a similar reaction, since the plant was near
them on the other side of the water). And I guess there are more
events of the same sort, but they should be rarer now. If you hear of a
huge calamity you can always grab your smartphone and check the
headlines.
But it was a bit unexpected to learn there was a radio scare story in
the Soviet Union, though not causing panic in the streets. Dagens
Nyheter had the story January 3 1960, "Accident report about
spaceship became Russian radio shock":
Radio Moscow on Saturday allowed itself to prank their listeners, when it out
warning released the news that a manned Russian spaceship was feared to
have been hit by a meteorite shower after being up for five months. But after
a while the listeners found out that the news was the introduction to an sf
show in radio. The joke reminded to a high degree of Orson Welles' famous
radio play about Martians landing on Earth, which at time caused panic in the
USA. All important news about Russian sputniks are usually read by the
announcer Leviton. With a perfect imitation of his serious voice, a message
was read on Saturday that the Spaceship "Arrow" started five months ago
from the USSR with three onboard, two men and one woman. Names and
information about those on board was read and the announcer added that

they had lost contact with the spaceship. Now there's no hope to find the space goers alive, he continued. So
let us praise the memory of the heroes who gave their lives for the sake of science. At the moment another
announcer interrupted and said: No, comrade, stop fantasising now.

The strange thing is that something similar was not much later circulated in the US, and taken to be
true. Dagens Nyheter wrote June 2 1962,"At least 5 cosmonauts killed":
A news commentator of the radio station WTTV in Indianapolis claims that more than five Russian astronauts
have been killed in space. Frank Edwards puts forth his theories in the latest issue of Science Fiction
Magazine /Dunno what that is?/ "We know tht at lest five lost their lives, but it is possible tha list can be made
longer," Edwards write. "To of the victims were a couple, a man and a woman,
killed in a manned trip to the moon in may 1961.
The news commentator maintains that the moon expedition with the couple
Gennedij Michajlov and Alexej Belokonev has been tracked by eg the Bochum
observatory. "It's not certain that the voices I have captured from space are from a
spaceship," says Heinz Kaminsky of the Bochum observatory. The voices were
Russian and Kaminsky heard them for the first time in February 1961. From the 5
th of May he could hear the voices again for several days and among other things
heard the words "Moon" and "cave" in Russian. It could have been people onboard
a test rocket that talked to land stations, Mr Kaminsky says.

Had someone picked up this Russian radio play? Landing on the Moon and
somehow being in a moon cave sounds like something out of an sf story.
There were rumours about secret fatalities in the Soviet space program but
AFAIK the only ones where the crew of Sojuz 11, an accident which was
also immediately known and not hidden.
More space! Isn't it strange that this huge thing mostly filled with absolutely
nothing can be so interesting! It was an interest beginning to grow during
the 1950's, because even before Sputnik and Gagarin and Apollo and
everything, the papers wrote and speculated about what was about to
come. It's for instance not true that Sputnik came as a surprise in 1957. The
Russians had announced in advance that they intended to launch a satellite
during the international geophysical year, as did the Americans. 16 January
1955 Expressen informed us about the "New thing in the almanac in a few
years - rise and dusk of Earth satellites", including a satellite map (partly
cropped here), "Satellite No 1 rises i9n the west 15.03.45."
That's trying to quote a Stockholm paper around 960. The quote illustrates that an
"artificial moon" will get a regular and predictable orbit, so you in advance know
when it appears over a certain spot. From the ground an "artificial moon" will look
as a fast moving star. It will be easy to sea at dusk and dawn, because they will
then be in sunlight while it is dark on the ground. The ascent and descent of the
satellites can be calculated in advance just as for the sun, moon and the planets … A satellite will be very
useful for navigation. Both ships and aeroplanes can have use for it. Even if a satellite is invisible, daytime or
night time, its position relative to a vehicle can be decided by radar. That's why earth satellites has become a
military interest. A robotic missile can´t be directed from the launching spot longer than a few hundred km. The
short waves you must use can't go "around corners" … One alternate possibility is to let it navigate with the
help of the stars that we've done on the sea for ages. It won't be easy to put in electronic brain in it, skilled
enough to pick a couple of stars in the sky and navigate from that. But with several artificial moons the task will
become easier. The satellite gives a radio echo that can't be confused for something else. A swarm of
satellites orbiting Earth would give missiles an unfaltering direction arrows, that can tackle them from a spot on
one continent to spots on another. The problem from a military viewpoint is that it would be impossible the stop
an enemy from using the satellites the same way. … To launch satellites will however you see it be expensive.
Costs count in million of dollar. The cost isn't just the satellite. Much must be spent on the development work
that comes first. So it's unlikely that any motivations other than military can persuade anyone to build a
satellite. Military budges are the only ones big enough. But there's no doubt satellites will be important on
another level - for scientific research. A rocket is equipped with a bundle of advanced instruments and a small
radio transmitter that automatically sends the data from the instruments to bases on Earth. Our atmosphere is
transparent for visible light. But for many other frequencies it is compact and impenetrable as an iron curtain.

The satellite circling high above will be hit by that
radiation. … There are also many other phenomenon in
space that will be difficult or impossible to study from
below the atmosphere. … How strong is the cosmic
radiation? What does the radiation from the Sun look like
before sifting through our atmosphere? How hot will
metals become in space? How much will the temperature
fall when the same metal falls in Earth's shadow? How
many small pieces of meteorites hits a sqm in say an
hour? How long will it take for this cosmic bombardment
to transform a blank satellite surface to a scrubby lump of
metal? … It may be difficult for the designers to find
energy for the transmitter and instruments. One possibility
is to use the sunlight energy. It can be done in different
ways. A solar battery that really works was demonstrated
a year ago by some researchers at the telephone
company Bells in America. It transforms sunlight to
electricity and is said to be efficient enough to be used for
a radio transmitter.
'

I earlier wrote about the colonel who banned the
soldiers of his regiment to subscribe to Jules Verne
Magasinet/Veckans Äventyr. Here's a funny piece
about it from Aftonbladet,
January 13 1945 (and I hope
Nordic readers can read it
despite poor quality - I try to do
my best, but there are technical
reasons for shifting quality, too
long to go into):
The question was raised by colonel
Olle Norman who has put his
heavyweight command words in
the discussion about the weeklies.
He has banned his men to use the
means of the crown to subscribe to
sixteen named magazines, that is
/a list of titles, incl Jules Verne
Magasinet/. The selection is rather
interesting, because who would
have thought the men of Uppland's
regiment were so taken by
Damernas Värld with Flitiga
Händer that they run a risk for their
souls. The magazine in question
mainly has stitching instructions
and one has to assume that a
stitching rage has lately has run
amok on I8, so that Col Norrman
found it was time to stop it. Who
would have believed that Allers
Familj-Journal was so loosely cocked that it must be
banned, is it the fairy tale about Teddy and Lisa that the
colonel thinks is demoralising? Equally interesting is it to
see what magazines that aren't in his list. It is obvious that
he regards the half-pornographic magazine Adam being
less harmful than Lektyr. And Veckans Äventyr less
adventurous than Jules Verne Magasinet. And that

Filmbilden is of morally higher than Filmjournalen. Jules Verne Berman will be happy.

To ban Jules Verne Magasinet but not Veckans Äventyr - which are one and the same. Clearly he
has no idea what he's talking about.
Sture Lönnerstrand has been mentioned a few times here in
Intermission, sf author and early very important promoter of the genre
from the 1940's and on. From a review column about a cultural
magazine, which isn't totally satisfied with sf, "Odyssey", in Dagens
Nyheter December 13 1954:
...is still the only really stimulating avant garde magazine in the country, but
No 6-7 is far from its most successful shock: it's weighted down by a strange
article about sf by Lönnerstrand. In style it seems dictated by a space dog
/the title of Lönnerstrand's award winning novel/. Lönnerstrand also
contributes three poems, linguistically inventive and with a certain rhythmic
suggestiveness. But he can't in any way measure up to Odyssey's lyrical
galley figure Öyvind Fahlström, whose poems in earlier issues sometimes
reaches surprising and swirling effects - as if the words dissolved under you
and you fell helpless through the madness. Per Lindström, Lucian of
Samosata and Cyrano de Bergerac (the original) else contributes with
entertaining and exemplary nauseating stories.

It seems there was quite a lot of skiffy in that issue. The reviewer
Lars Forssell would become one of our most important poets and
member of the Swedish Academy.
More genre bashing, in a radio review column in Aftonbladet October
30 1955, "The radio yesterday":
Half-clever sf authors yesterday got a kick in the stomach by Kjell Stensson in yesterday's radio puzzle. The
got the advice to leave space alone and instead think of the old student paper Blandaren's classic words:
Don't fly faster than light, because it'll become dark. Stensson's puzzle was
among the nicer in the competition, where a Ljungby resident won by guessing
the keyword "Venus". But the program moved through space in other ways too
from fix stars to the goddess on the mountain Ida. Rune Moberg's monologue
about the Venus measurements through the ages to the H line were among the
"Earth-bound" in the program, but it still managed to fly. The puzzle ended with
Nils Linnman presenting a living star, primadonna assoluta Zarah Leander,
unfortunately a bit infected by an unearthly cold.

From signature "Heed", who probably is the later famous crime reporter
Börje Heed, excellent in that role. I had the honour of having him as
lecturer once when studying at the Stockholm College of Journalism.
Speaking about modern literature, James Joyce is one hard to overlook,
which is made clear in a Dagens Nyheter report from SF-Kongressen
1973 ("kongress" is what we call conventions), the first of the series of
Sam J Lundwall organised events 1973, 1975, 1977 and 1979. Here
"Joyce inspires science fiction":
In the early 1950's not many Swedes knew what sf was. It wasn't a common
concept like now, even if many naturally tied it to names like Jules Verne nd HG
Wells, now classics in the genre. A trip to the Moon was then a project of
fantasy. Now we are rather bland. Saturday saw the start of an sf convention,
the 20th. Guest of honour is Donald Wollheim from New York, among friends of
sf as well-known as Strindberg or Hemingway. BTW the awkward is only
occasionally used by sf readers. They say sf,it's enough, Saturday 120 - mostly
young people sat in the hall of Hotel Amarantenl. They continued until midnight
and will go on on Sunday. A panel debate about sf publishing was held, to
honour the GoH, in bumpy school English. The audience asked about
abbreviated translations, about translations in general, about libraries buying sf

and about new styles within sf literature. Among the first real sf books are the novels about Frankenstein, but
much has happened in style and motifs since that. Now it's about "the new wave". It's authors within the genre
who get impulses from the great literary authors, eg James Joyce. Donald Wollheim, not only a prominent sf
author, but also big publisher of sf books didn't sound too enthusiastic about these renewers of style.
Generally the demand for sf books increases in both Sweden and America. In the USA it's around 200 000
copies per month. In a break I talked with a couple elderly gentlemen about youth literature. Ture Ahlin
remembered as first magazine Spökjournalen /Ghost Journal, a 1930's borderline fantastic magazine/ around
1930. But it only came with three issues. He got his first sf novel from his brother. It was about S A Andrée's
balloon trip to the north pole, but had similarities to PO Sundman's novel. It came at a time when the end of
this adventure was unknown. S A Andrée and his friends are captured by sort of Viking people and locked into
a cave from which the saw the Pole Star shine. Lena Sjöström is the name of one of the rather few girls on the
convention. She has long been an sf enthusiast. She
reads mostly for getting excitement, she says. But the
more she read the more she demands from the
qualities of the books. As everywhere you can find
both the bad and good. Unfortunately, the bad is most
noticeable. As a good sf author she mentions Brian
Aldiss. Among the organisers of this sf convention we
see the Stockholm Tolkien Society. There are a few
Tolkien societies in the country. But the recently
deceased Oxford professor who flabbergasted the
world as a teller of fairy tales can't be put under the
concept of sf, experts say. He is more in the field of
"fantasy". Tolkien friends and sf fans get along well,
however. But what is sf? John-Henri Holmberg,
publishing editor and convention delegate, says it is
books dealing with things that haven't happened but
could happen. George Orwell's 1984 is good sf. Karin
Boye's Kallocain too. It is wrong to believe that all sf
is about trips in space.

A rather nice report, I think. The Lena Sjöström
mentioned must have disappeared, because I
never heard of her later. But a number of new
fannes (=female fans) did pop up during the
1970's. When not meddling shadingly in fan fund
voting the mentioned JH Holmberg was busy
promoting them, eg supporting the so called
Feminac group.
A couple of fannish notes about James Joyce.
Fan Erik Andersson, being among the most
active in the 1980s, turned to translation and did
the new, much better translation of Lord of thee
Rings in the 00's - and then turned to the
laborious translation of Ulysses! It which was
generally praised. (BTW, I guess we'll see Erik in
the Swedish Academy any day. We already have
ex-fan Steve Sem- Sandberg there!) And here's a
piece of news (said on my SKRIVA list already, and I checked that it's not DNQ). Writer, historian,
BNF etc Bertil Falk is finishing a Swedish translation - or perhaps interpretation? - of James Joyce's
"untranslatable" Finnegans Wake! He has earlier published a chapter from this brick in literature
history. When it comes, it'll make a big splash. Bertil has recently also finished his three volume
Swedish sf history, titled Faktasin, the first study of sf written in Swedish. He is busy as a bee.
Lundwall and Holmberg had become big rivals at this time, JHH organising the sf cons the years
Lundwall didn't, and also taking up the position as sf editor with publisher A&K when Lundwall left to
start his own publishing house Delta and take over Jules Verne Magasinet (which Bertil Falk had

relaunched in the late 1960's). In 1979 we were reached by the news that John-Henri with buddy Per
Insulander would start a new sf book series named Alpha (the Greek name a nod towards Sam J's
Delta) and also a new sf magazine named Alpha SF. The magazine never came, but there were a
few Alpha books - rather good ones actually - but then they suddenly stopped. Kindbergs Grafiska,
two decades earlier behind the sf magazine Häpna!, had been behind all of this. We read in a news
telegram from the main news agency TT, published in DN October 19 1980, "Kindbergs Grafiska
cancels payments":
Kindbergs Grafiska, which is the 100 years old Kindbergska Tryckeriet, is
in economic crisis. Friday the company cancelled payments and the
situation is now uncertain for the 20 employees. There are no other jobs in
the graphics field in Jönköping. Kindbergs Grafiska has modern technical
equipment and they hope to be able to reconstruct the company.

From what I heard all this was a move to get rid of and reduce the
number of employees. Swedish employer laws are a bit srict so you
must crash a company, fire all and re-start sometimes. But the Alpha
sf series also fell with this.
Didn't I mentioned Steve Sem-Sandberg? Old - or at the time
young - sf writer, later turning mainstream and this autumn elected
to the Swedish Academy. Here he is unleashed writing about the
space series on TV, the "Charlie Cosmos Show" in GöteborgsTidningen May 3rd 1982:
The art of launching cosmos. Or perhaps: the art of lunching Carl Sagan. But it doesn't matter which headline
you use: the two are interchangeable. Carl Sagan has become Charlie Cosmos with the Swedish people oin a
TV series which seems to be just as much about himself as what it's supposed to be about: cosmos. As a
popular science writer Sagan has shown to have a talent to express himself easy and understandably about
difficult subjects, even if he may seem a bit fanatical when he dreams about "abundance of life" he is
convinced is waiting for us if we only take the step outside our solar system. Many perhaps remember the big

Pioneer brawl. Carl Sagan wanted to equip a space probe with a plaque that would tell eventual aliens what
we humans are. Some thought it was shameless that the man and the woman on it were nude. Others thought
they look so genderless that it would take true extraterrestrial intelligence for "Martians" to figure out how we
do to multiply. But Sagan pushed through his idea and the Pioneer probes now rush through space with his
version of Man and their history. Perhaps this is what has made him so confident. But it takes some guts to let
yourself being pictured in half-profile against flaming star groups onboard a spaceship going through time and
space to synthetic Wagner music. And to this he holds a too long lecture about alien civilisations and speaks
warmly about shaking tentacles with their selected representatives. Faith and science shall not be mixed, an
intelligent rule of thumb says. Science is one thing, vetsaga /=sf/ another. In his popular science works Sagan
has stuck to this rule. Why he doesn't do it in his TV series when he may reach out to and educate a far bigger
public than with his books, remains a mystery to me. But as it is "Cosmos" isn't science, not even popular
science. It is s show. The Carl Sagan show. Neither entertaining or interesting. Only pretentious and boring.
At least that's what a new member of the posh Swedish Academy thought. Personally I thought the

Sagan series was rather good! BTW, I had a little incident with him. Dave Langford's Ansible had
claims that Sagan's novel Contact wasn't really written by him, but by his wife Ann Druyan. When
Cosmos began on Swedish TV, Sagan visited Sweden and through some contacts I got an invitation
to a press conference with him. After it I confronted Sagan with the news from Ansible, having the
copies of the newszine with me. He didn't really comment, but asked me to borrow the issues (ca 2 of
them) to study was was said, and then get back to me returning the copies. I never heard from Carl
Sagan, and the Ansibles weren't returned. Carl Sagan stole my fanzines! (Dave later replaced the
zines for me. We were both eg GoHs of the 2001 Finncon together, I remember.)
Some say sf fans go to FAPA to die (An idea: go to EAPA to be born again!) But one of the leading
Swedish sf writers, Sven Christer Swahn (1933-2005) Januari 25 1981 wanted to further investigate
"Where do sf fans go when they die?" in Göteborgs-Tidningen, which was a part of a series of sf
articles Swahn wrote for that paper at this time:
There is a sort of or bastard of sf literature that must feel difficult to access for newbies. I talk about books and
short stories that are based on the inner life of sd, sf fandom. I have previously talked about the provinces,
areas and it is obvious that a genre which already officially is supposed to deal with conquering alien world,
easily adapts to such a concept. There is en ERB-dom, in the land where Edgar rice Burroughs' ape dreams
take shape. Disneyland, Legoland, ERB-dom: we live on a planet that also is overpopulated by dreams. One
of them is the dream of fandom, where the true sf fans lives, trufans.
Authors like gods
In an sf story I read long ago the gods of fandom, an Asimov, a Clarke, become gods for all of humanity.
They were the ones seeing furthest into the future, they had been deified. But one day a lad found some old sf
magazines from a passed epoch and in horror realise that these gods they make sacrifice to are only old
authors who had been dabbling in old sf mags. It's rather nice this, a thing that may happen to all of us. "It's
only an old writer." But to find the story I'd have to leaf through a lot of old anthologies.
Magazine sf
SF CONS, We are here anchored in American magazine sf, following Gernsback, which I have already
mentioned. We may start in 1927.The year before Gernsback and co-editor O'Conor Sloane started publishing
Amazing Stories, and now they opened a "discussion column" where readers could air their views on the
contents, on things in general and get information about favourite authors. Many coming stars in the field here
met for the first time, but meeting through pens bred meeting for real, and so it happened. The inner circle of sf
friends took slowly shape. It began in Philadelphia and the year was 1936. A handful of new sf fans from New
York took themselves to about the same number of Philadelphia to gather in one of their homes. /Actually,
Leeds, England has a much better claim for the first con./
First conventions
The first "world convention", if you dare calling it that, was held I mid Manhattan 1939, Caravan Hall. It
attracted about 200 attendees. It was we today would call a minicon. THE SITE WAS peculiar, it is said. And
Ray Bradbury was there already then, very young, very famous and very innocent. The big sweeping wings
hadn't hit any hi-voltage electricity cables yet. Forrest J Ackerman was there, one of those who'd go into the
strange profession of being an sf fan full time. Donald Wollheim, later anthology editor and publisher of ACE
Books, was also there. /No, he and some other Futurians were denied entry due to a feud with SaMoskowitz &
Co, in the historic Exclusion Act Scandal. Bad SaM, bad!/ At this time you could already see power struggles.
There were too many groups of fans,authors and readers. Fractions popped up, break-out fractions with
different leaders who hated each other.

Feud gave life
Another thing was that internal feuding helped keeping fandom alive. Fighting soon became tradition. Now,
1981, we can see that the movement spreads. There are worldcons what actually gather attendees from all
continents. The Australians are especially active. Fan magazines circulates woith the help of big "apas"
(Amateur Press Associations). But, as historians have said, there is fandom history specialising in sf, thet
"apas is the place old fans go to die." /Usually said about FAPA, Fantasy Amateur Press Association, the
oldest apa founded in 1937./
Swedish fans
In Sweden we got a lively fandom movement which already has its own historians (eg PhD Ingvar Svensson,
Uppsala), its own and many amateur magazines, and there have been man "cons" (sf conventions) in
Stockholm, Gothenburg and Malmö. I won't go deeper into this, but it is always nice that there are positive
invisible activities going on right in front of your nose. Where you only see boring suburban longing perhaps
there's a mimeograph spitting out news from the universe.
Girl fandom
Two things can be mentioned: since 1970 many more girls have entered Swedish fandom, and they have
now gathered in a neat amateur magazine, Feminac,. Where among others our tireless friend Horst Schröder
doesn't hold back his words. You can also clearly see that it in Swedish fandom feels like keeping the "fannish"
fighting alive as a component in fan existence. That may be very well, but when it comes to anti-feminism in
the onslaughts, which I alas think I see traces of, makes you doubtful. Yes, and Ingvar Svensson's book came

already in 1964 and is titled: "Skandifandom - The Scandinavian sf movement". SVEN CHRISTER SWAHN
This was the fourth article in our sf series. The previous ones where January 10, 14 and 18.
(Caption: SF-Foirum is one of the Swedish sf fanzines (amateur magazines) that's on the borderline to be a
"prozine", a commercially designed product on more or less commercial basis. The cover for No 73 is by Inger
Edelfeldt, who has made herselöf known as artist (eg Tolkien illustrator) and author. /Inger E also attended
your Faithful Editor's high school, one or two grades above!/

Sven Christer was one of these rare Pros Turned Fan. He began having contacts with Danish fans in
the late 1960's and soon Swedish too, and became fascinated, went to some British Eastercons and
wrote in fanzines. He also wrote a faaanfiction, The
SF Galaxy, reprinted in eg Nova SF in 2004. Our Bob
Block! The Feminac stuff is more complicated. Their
fanzine was actually rather good - I sometimes
contributed myself - but the ideology of feminism has
this tendency for being unscientific (ignoring biology)
and pushing for discrimination (of all left out of gender
quotas). Being watchful against pseudoscience and
discrimination can't be totally despicable.
Finally a real gem! There was a Swedish edition of
Galaxy for 19 issues (1958-60) and for #2 they put in
an ad in Dagens Nyheter for "Tomorrow's magazine
today!", October 1st 1958, with
quotes from reviews and
readers, among them top fen
Lundwall and Lindbohm:
The press: High above the crime
magazine level... Most fun in the
first issue is perhaps Arthur
Clarke's "Out with the referee", but
the standard is pleasant
throughout... The first imaginative
issue is promising... The first issue
undoubtedly gives taste to starving
sf enthusiasts... If Galaxy can keep
to this style it's worth all success...
The public: I want to express wellwishes to the first issue of a
apparently very promising sf magazine. /Denis Lindbohm/
Galaxy is a much brighter sign in the sky than all Sputniks
and Explorers flying information. /Lars Renberg/ It became a very pleasant surprise. The magazine is
beautifully done and the stories first class. My very best wishes to Galaxy. /Sam J Lundwall/

Thish was for the 200th mailing for EAPA, where fans who have gone to die can be rejuvenated!
This Electronic APA is a starving vampire, in need of new blood! Please join! Its free and easy. Just
write something mildly interesting and press "save as PDF". Ask me for info or OE
garth.van.spencer@gmail.com. You can also help by nominating EAPA for a fanzine Hugo, a little
idea I have to give this stream of electrons and bits a little PR in time for passing 200 mailings. It's an
intelligent bunch of fen in EAPA, as you can surely deduct from the mailing comments below.
Your comments to Intermission are also welcome! More sf/fandom history in nextish.

MAILING CORONAS
William McCabe: Ah, you like The Doors! (You quote one of their songs.) Me too. I've even been to
Jim Morrison's grave at Pere Lachaise in Paris. I comment the Corona Shite in the editorial. I'm
happy that Biden won. Due to his age I think he'll be a one-term president, however. I think he at 81

will call it a day, unless he shows to have exceptional health at
old age (but I doubt it). Actually, the first regular TV broadcasts
were in Nazi-Germany! It began around 1936 in time for the
Berlin Olympics. There were only a few hundred TV sets in
Germany at the time (owned by Nazi bosses) but also TV
show rooms for the public in the major cities. I think I have
written about it in an earlier Intermission. Nazi TV actually
continued until 1944, because they wanted it as entertainment
for wounded soldiers in the hospitals where they put up a
number of TV sets for them to view. There's a documentary
about Nazi TV here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=3exBWIwrvsE In Sweden, BTW, TV was demonstrated in
Stockholm in the late 1930's. And test broadcasts began in
Stockholm, originally once a week (Wednesdays I think) in
1954 from a makeshift TV tower at the Royal Technical
Institute. Regular broadcasts began in 1956. It was a
monopoly from the start, by the in practice government
controlled Sveriges Radio, a system set up somewhat like
A werewolf, from the pen of Lars "LON" Olsson!
BBC. The monopoly lasted until the late 1980's. Cable and
satellites made a monopoly impossible to defend.
Henry Grynnsten: Congrats for having your article published! I can here announce that I also have
one coming, in the SF Foundation journal Foundation, in March or April. (I had an article there earlier,
in the late 1990's, about the 17th century popular science/near-sf magazine Relationes Curiosae.
The new article is about the Atomic Bomb and early Swedish fandom in the form of the Atomic Noah
society. The info covered has been here Intermission but the text is new. Luckily for you I don't
believe in CAPITAL punishment!!! One biological reason why redheads are disappearing may be that
this genetic feature is recessive, needing two copies from both father and mother to appear. I refuse
to believe that people admire politicians who lie. I wish you'd say sf instead of "sci-fi"...
R Graeme Cameron: I fear that Trump in his bitterness will start a war somewhere, perhaps with
Iran, and leave it to Biden to sort it out. Not that Iran has a very nice regime, and their ambitions to
get the Bomb are dangerous. But starting a war won't do any good. Outside of occasional early and
random use of the words "science" + "fiction" I think Gernsback really was the first to use it
consistently. He used "scientifiction" for Amazing, a magazine he lost control over. As he started
Wonder Stories instead, he decided to replace it with "science fiction" - perhaps because "srf" it was
too much connected to Amazing, under another publisher? Or am I wrong? (Did I write "faking it"?
Maybe I meant "making it".) AFAIK it said it only takes a handful of Best Fanzine nominations to make
it to the ballot, because fanzines are a thing few care about, alas. Those of you who can nominate,
why not just add an "EAPA" as the fanzine nomination you'd otherwise leave blank! My entire
nomination campaign consists of mentioning it here a couple of times...
Garth Spencer: It may be that Homo Sapiens isn't too well-adapted to modern society, but the life
we have sure beats living in a cave in fear of bears, freezing and consuming some edible roots... We
were even less adapted to that! Great list of APAs, mostly historical, old APAs, most aren't active any
more. APAs are the pre-Internet mailing lists or Facebook, maybe one reason to give it some
attention by nominating EAPA as best fanzine. 200 mailings is something after all! Beats some
gaming zines counting pixels or the stitches comics heroes costumes have.
Merry X-mas and a Disinfected New Year, in advance. I'll probably do my traditional Xmas/New Year
short story and then dig up some more skiffy history in a newish. Hope the bug doesn't bite me. --AE

